
RETAIL SOLUTIONS

Cennox has made a huge impact in retail, and continues to advance by providing 
innovative solutions. We are a market leading provider.

We work across many disciplines with the ultimate goal of improving the customer experience. 
Covering many areas of expertise, we can offer our customers a full-circle approach. Which is 
helping to respond and reshape to future trends.

To thrive, you have to offer something different. When retailers look towards the future for innovation 
and efficiencies, they turn to Cennox.

We provide a different 
approach to service planning, 
design, execution, and 
ongoing support. 
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CUSTOMER FOCUSED SOLUTIONS



Our ability to deliver on even the 
most challenging of projects is 
what gives our customers their 
confidence in Cennox.  

Scan the qr code to 
download the full
Cennox retail brochure

Sign Solutions
Cennox works with a wide variety of retail 
customers to manage their numerous signage 
projects. From the smallest of directional sign or 
Health & Safety notifications - to the prominent 
external and internal feature graphics and 
custom built retail stands.

Hardware Solutions
As a multi-vendor supplier of equipment, 
Cennox always look to supply our customers 
with the right hardware solution without being 
reliant on just one OEM’s portfolio. Cennox has 
extensive experience in managing, supporting 
and delivering solutions.

+ ATMs & BTMs
+ Cash Management
+ Cash Automation Solutions
+ Intelligent Safes
+ POS Creation
+ Specialist Kiosks
+ Self-Checkout Terminals
+ Digital Advertising Screens

Kiosk and Checkout
Cennox supports over 80,000 self-service 
devices across the nation, completing over 
370,000 work orders per year. Our in-house 
teams cover every continental US State.

+ Planning and Implementation
+ Installation and deployment
+ Technical Field Services
+ Security
+ Repair and Refresh

Facility Transformation
All projects carefully incorporate forward 
planning on both the site and work required. 
Ranging from fully qualified architects, 
designers, engineers, and electricians.

+ Electronic Services
+ Construction Projects
+ Project Management

Security
Security is at the heart of what we do. Cennox 
has been providing security products and 
solutions to customers for years, providing 
protection to keep their assets safe and secure. 

+ Cash Security
+ CCTV Services
+ Access Control Systems
+ Enterprise Video Management Service
+ Alarm Services

EV Charging Solutions
As a nationwide installation partner for a wide 
range of technologies, Cennox is providing 
organizations with attractive, in-house roll-out 
opportunities for the EV Industry.

Retail Service
SUPPORTING CUSTOMERS ACROSS THE US
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